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218 DER A-16
Agriculture

Debt Commission Plan to Cut Farm Subsidies
Likely to Have Little Impact, Experts Say

The proposal by the co-chairmen of the president's deficit reduction commission to limit some popular
government programs will likely lead to tougher scrutiny on agriculture programs and possible cuts to
farm subsidies, observers told BNA Nov. 12.

President Obama's bipartisan National Commission on Fiscal Responsibility, charged with forming
policy plans to close the national deficit gap, released its co-chairs' proposal Nov. 10 (217 DER AA-1,
11/12/10). The five-part plan called for the federal government to save money, in part, by reducing
farm subsidies by $3 billion a year. The plan specifically pointed to limiting direct payments, which pay
farmers when the price of certain commodities fall below a set mark.

Although public pressure will likely force the new Congress to take a more detailed look at the
Agriculture Department's budget, farm industry experts do not expect any big cuts to the safety net.

Congress has been historically very lenient toward farmers, Sallie James, a trade policy analyst with
the Cato Institute, told BNA. Both parties usually support farm subsidies, but the members in the
agriculture committees realize the dire fiscal circumstances, she said.

Roadblocks in the House

With new leadership in the House, ranking member Frank Lucas (R-Okla.) will likely become the next
chairman of the House Agriculture Committee. Observers see Lucas as a forceful roadblock against
subsidy reform.

Some farm organizations, like the Iowa Farm Bureau, have said they support changes to the direct
payment program because it pays farmers during good crop seasons, not just poor performing
seasons.

Roger Johnson, president of the National Farmers Union, told BNA his organization supported taking a
closer at direct payments because the farm programs should help when “times are tough, not when
times are good.” He wasn't surprised the program made the commission's list of areas for trimming.

“It's an easy target,” he said.

Lucas' home state likes the direct payments, Don Carr, spokesman for the Environmental Working
Group, told BNA.

“There will be a fight over it,” Carr said.

The subsidies are a bipartisan endeavor, and representatives love the programs because they send
money back to the districts, Carr said. Many of the newcomers in Congress were elected on budget-
cutting and deficit-fixing platforms and will have to decide whether to support limiting the subsidies.

Lucas has publicly defended the direct payment program, James said. She suspected the proposed
$3-billion-a-year cut would get watered down, meaning it would not be as drastic as the over $20
billion cut for the eight-year period.

Ongoing Debate and Likely Outcomes

James said that farmers typically note that the Farm Bill is fully paid for as a way to steer debates that
point out the high price tag of the law, James said.

Johnson, from the National Farmers Union, said that if more congressional committees had been like
the Agriculture Committee, the deficit would not be in such dire conditions because the Farm Bill does
not add to the deficit.

He emphasized the need to consider the agriculture expenses as a part of the federal budget as a
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whole. Johnson said ranchers and farmers are willing to take a share of cuts because they
understand the fiscal situation.

“We knew that this path that we're on was not sustainable,” Johnson said. “We would argue [the
cuts] should be thoughtful and proportional.”

Public scrutiny has led people to believe there is a lot a money to save in the subsidies, Johnson said.
Opposition to the farm subsidies discusses the high price tag of the farm programs, but subsidies
represent one-fourth of 1 percent of the total federal budget, he said, citing a government report.
Cutting the subsidies would not close the deficit gap, he said.

The Environmental Working Group agreed that farmers need a measure of federal support but called
for calculated decisions that would cut out waste. Carr noted the inequities of the subsidies, which
cover only five commodities and usually go to larger, commercial farms. He called for smart budget
decisions.

“This is not a time when we need to lavish billions of dollars on large farm operations,” he said. “It
needs to be a true safety net.”

The powerful farm lobby will argue that the subsidies are a national security issue, highlighting the
importance of food security, as it has done previously, according to James.

“They will be successful in avoiding the cuts that the commission has proposed,” she said, noting
some smaller cuts are very likely.

By Liz White

The co-chairs' proposal can be found at the commission's website
athttp://www.fiscalcommission.gov/sites/fiscalcommission.gov/files/documents/CoChair_Draft.pdf
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